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Abstract

A theoretical analysis for the noise temperature of hot—electron superconducting mixer has been presented. The

contributions of both Johnson noise and electron temperature fluctuations have been evaluated. A set of criteria

ensuring low noise performance of the mixer has been stated and a simple analytic expression for the noise

temperature of the mixer device has been suggested. It has been shown that an improvement of the mixer sensitivity

does not necessarily follow by a decrease of the bandwidth. An SSB noise temperature limit due to the intrinsic

noise mechanisms has been estimated to be as low as 40-90 K for a mixer device made from Nb or NbN thin film.

Furthermore, the conversion gain bandwidth can be as wide as is allowed by the intrinsic electron temperature

relaxation time if an appropriate choice of the mixer resistance has been made. The intrinsic mixer noise bandwidth

is of 3 GHz for Nb device and of 5 GHz for NbN device. An additional improvement of the theory has been made

when a distinction between the impedance measured at high intermediate frequency (larger than the mixer

bandwidth) and the mixer ohmic resistance has been taken into account.

Recently obtained experimental data on Nb and NbN bolometer mixer devices are viewed in connection with the

theoretical predictions.

The noise temperature limit has also been specified for the mixer device where an outdiffusion cooling

mechanism rather than the electron—phonon energy relaxation determines the mixer bandwidth. A consideration of

the noise performance of a bolometer mixer made from YBaCuO film utilizing a hot—electron effect has been done.

I. Introduction

During past several years the sensitivity of SIS subrnillimeter mixers has being increasingly improved. By now a

DSB noise temperature of about 4-5 times of the quantum limit has been reached for both waveguide and

quasioptical mixers up to about 700 GHz frequencies corresponding to the bandgap in Nb [1-7]. The rapid progress

in the development of low noise submillimeter heterodyne receivers faced the researchers to the problem of the

further advance towards THz frequencies where the SIS mixers has not been demonstrated yet to perform very well.

Today, perhaps the most promising device which can probably compete to the SIS mixer, is a hot electron

superconducting bolometer (HEB) mixer proposed in [8]. Recent experimental studies of the mixer device noise

temperature [9,10] as well as of the intrinsic noises [11] have demonstrated a possibility of low noise performance
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of the HEB mixer at microwaves and subrnillimeter waves. A rapid progress in the improvement of the HEB mixer

sensitivity is raising an interest in the limiting parameters of such devices.

A theory of HEB mixer was given for the first time by Arams et al. [12]. Despite the only semiconductor InSb

mixer device was considered the expression for the mixer gain is useful for superconductor HEB device, as well

More recently this approach was specified for Nb HEB mixer at 20 GHz [9]. The noise temperature of the mixer

device was studied using numerical model calculations by Gersherizon et al. [8]. As low as a 40 K SSB mixer noise

temperature along with a 40 MHz mixer bandwidth has been predicted for Nb device. Since then new

superconducting materials such as NbN [13-16] and YBaCtiO [17] are used for the development of HEB mixers.

Also a new approach has been proposed [18] when an outdiffusion cooling mechanism rather than electron—phonon

relaxation should limit the bandwidth of HEB mixer. Here we present a generalized analytic theory for the noise

performance of the HEB superconducting mixer applicable for (Efferent materials and electron cooling mechanisms.

The paper is designed as follows. In Section H we give a background which is needed for the consequent

derivations, i.e. heat balance equation, model of current voltage (I U) characteristic and relationship between the

voltage responsivity and conversion gain. In Section III the derivations for the mixer intermediate frequency (IF)

i mpedance, voltage respon.sivity, conversion gain and time constants are given. The expressions for mixer noise

temperature due to Johnson noise and thermal fluctuation noise are obtained in Section IV. A brief summary of the

noise measurements in HEB mixers known to date is also presented. The peculiarities of the noise performance for

novel HEB devices, namely outdiffusion cooled mixer and high -T, mixer are discussed in Section V.

H. Heat balance equation and basic relationships

The HEB mixer device is a thin superconducting strip on dielectric substrate cooled below its critical temperature

Tc . Different external factors [e .g. magnetic field, transport current, local oscillator (LO) power] may partially

destroy superconductivity and create a resistive state where the film resistance depends on the electron temperature.

Depending on the film and substrate materials, and ambient temperature the relaxation of the electron temperature

can be different. Thus, in low temperature limit the electron specific heat ce is typically much larger than the

phonon one cp. In this case the electron temperature relaxation is governed by a single time constant to [19]. For a

relatively long film when a temperature spatial distribution is fairly uniform the electron temperature relaxation

time is given by r 0 esceicp, where -r ph is the electron—phonon energy relaxation time t es is the time for

phonons to escape to the substrate. When the film is made very thin (thickness d s 10 am) to sa te-ph . For very short

bridges which length L «VD 171, the value for -re is given by t 61 (L/ 4) 2/D [18] (t) is the electron diffusivity).

For higher temperatures when cp ce the relaxation of the electron temperature is determined by several time

constants like e.g. for YBaCuO film. The consideration of this case is given in Section V.

If one assumes the distribution of the electron temperature along the film to be uniform ("lumped" bolometer) the

following heat balance equation is valid:

D.9
ceV = -n(o ,T)+ JIJ + P (1)

at
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Here 11(0, 7) is the flow of heat from electrons to surrounding, I is the bias current, U is the voltage across the

film, Prad is the incident radiation power, V is the mixer volume and a is the radiation coupling factor. A certain

form of 11(0,7) function depends on material and device geometry. For instance, for lumped Nb hot—electron

bolometer [20]:

n(e ,T)= AV (13 4 — T 4), (2)

where A se 104 W cm-31(4.

In order to derive the mixer characteristics as functions of IF the heat balance equation should be supplemented

with a certain relationship between voltage U and current I which, in general, can not be stated a priori. The formal

equation is

u=u(e , 1) and dU = — + — ciI
au de au

ae al
(3)

For frequencies for e
-1 the electron temperature does not respond to the current change therefore the relationship

between U and I is set through aural. The very common assumption is au/az R (R is the device dc resistance).

However, as it has been shown in [21], this is not necessarily true for HEB superconducting devices. Due to the

particular resistivity mechanism (e.g. vortex flow) the I-U characteristic can be non-linear even at high frequencies.

This fact has also been mentioned in [22] as rather common for various types of infrared bolometers. A atnaz value

[denoted in [22] Z(00)1 must be found experimentally in each particular case. In terms of impedance one can say that

the impedance of superconducting HEB decreases with frequency from dc differential resistance dU/dI to Z(=). The

difference dU/d1—Z(00) appears because of the electron heating and, consequently, reflects the device sensitivity. The

proper relationship between the impedance and the voltage responsivity is given in Section III.

The next important step is an equation coupling the mixer conversion gain 11 and the voltage responsivity S in

the detector mode. It has been obtained by several authors [8,12,18] that an alternating voltage generated in the

mixer load at intermediate frequency co=27rf is given by

U (w) = 2S(w),./1)
s PLo ej(wt+w ). (4)

Here PLO and Ps are the LO and signal powers respectively. Then the conversion gain is given

11(c0)—/P"
Ps

2IS(w )1 2 P„ 

RL
(5)

III. Characteristics of the mixer

IF impedance.

The derivation of the formula for the device IF impedance can be done basing on the assumption stated in

previous Section, i.e. the impedance contains both frequency dependent and frequency independent components.

From Eq. 3 we can obtain for the dc impedance:



, 1+C
Z(0) = R

1—C
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dEl au de aR
z(o).-Ti-----5—a +z(.)= I--e—a K(o)+z(..),

where the function dela is denoted K. It is obvious that x 0 when co co. In the above expression we assume

the device operates in constant current mode which is important for a definition of the impedance. Then, in

complex form:

N aR f f

Z CO = I Kk CO ) zkoo).
ao

Small variation of the current Ai --- Ai° e "t produces the corresponding variation of the electron temperature

AO AO oe
j(w" ). The relationship between these variations is given using Eq. 1:

j,oceV AO —G (co )Ai+U Ai+ IZ (co )AI (8)

Here GO cirlide is the thermal conductivity between the electrons and the heat sink. From Eq. 8 we obtain the

following equation for complex function K (()):

1.)ceNix(co) —Gx((o)+13 + TZ (co). (9)

Since to=ceV/G then from Eqs. 7 and 9 we finally obtain:

to Z (cc) 

CR+Z( ) Z(o0)+CR 
Z( — (10)

1-- C T0
ift)

1—C

where C Mg I,;(aR/ao VG is the dimensionless self—heating parameter. Denoting i 11 
0 (1—C -1

r at Z( )[Z (
cc ) +CE.1

-1
, and z (0) [c R + Z C rl we can reduce Eq. 10 to

Z(w)= Z(0) 1+ iot 
0 

1+ jirc—

which coincides with the expression used in [211.

In particular case Z(x) = R (see [9,12]):

(6)

(7)

Voltage responsivity.

Using a similar approach one can derive the expression for the voltage responsivity [22]:

ct
Z (0)/Z (Do) —1 1 

S(w) r (13)
I LZ (0)/R + 1IR/Z ( 00)+11 1+ jin



[Z(c0 )-1- [Z(0)+R] 
T

[Z(0)+Rd +R) I T ° •
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Here RL is the load resistance, t* is the apparent time constant given by

Using parameter C Eqs. 12 and 13 can be written as follows:

S(co)—

1+C
R—R Z(00)+RL 1+ ityr*
,

Zke0)+RL

To

R—RL
(15a)

1+C ,
Ztoo)+R:,

If Z(cc) = R then

R L 	1
S(co)— 

a

R +RL

. 
T

O 

T (16a)
R—RL

1+C
R +R,

One should point out that the difference between T * and f arises because of the electro—thermal feedback

through the load. If RL 	oc then T *=T--

Mixer conversion gain.

Here we can give a general expression for the mixer conversion gain. Equations (5) and (15) give

RLR c4PLo 1 1
11(c0 ) =2aC 2

where Pp , = 1 2 R is the Joule power dissipated in the device.

Returning to the particular case z (cc). R one can obtain the well known expression previously derived in

[9,12]:

a C RL 1

3.+C
R—R R+R L 1+ j.OT

(16)

[Z (00 ) R L ]
2 DC (

1+C
Zoc)+RL

R —R L 1+(G)T *)2

(17)

(14)

(15)

11(W ) = 2aC
RLR aPL0

(R+R L ) PDC

1 1

1+C 
R — R L 140T )2

R

(18)

The analysis of the above expression (e.g. given in [9]) and also numerical calculation in [8] show that the

conversion gain is theoretically limitless. To ensure this the unpumped I-U characteristic of the mixer must have a
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branch with negative differential resistance that in turn can be attained if the bath temperature T is much lower than

the critical temperature Tc . One more necessary condition to reach high conversion gain is C es 1. This corresponds

to the point of the bolometer thermal runaway and the differential resistance of the mixer is very large (see Eq. 12

and Fig. 3). Very often an appearance of large conversion gain is supposed to be followed by the drastic decrease of

the mixer bandwidth. It is true only for RL R when t * aft co if C --a' 1. ILRL value is chosen to be equal R no

significant change of the bandwidth is expected comparing to if (27rre 
)_1 

set by the bolometer material and its

electron temperature. Thus if R = RI, then t * even for C=1 and for coil we obtain

(0) PLO 

2PDC

Local oscillator and Joule powers are coupled through the heat balance equation. One can show that if T Tc and

the superconducting transition width is small AT (‹ Tc the conversion gain in Eq. 19 is larger than 1. More details

are given in the next Section.

IV. Noise in HEB mixer

The conventional mechanisms for bolometer detector noise should be dominating in case of mixer. As much as it

concerns an intrinsic noise mechanisms the contributions of Johnson noise and thermal fluctuation noise to the

mixer noise temperature have to be evaluated. An important issue is the significant non-equilibrity caused by the

LO pumping.

A nonequilibrium theory of the bolometer detector noise has been given by Mather [23]. Mather introduced a

dynamic equivalent circuit of the bolometer where the intrinsic reactance in the bolometer response was presented

by an equivalent inductance. Similar circuit for more general case z (co) R is shown in Fig la.

a)

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuits for the HEB. E, El, and E2 are the equivalent sources of the detected

signal or intrinsic noises.

(19)



Z(0) + RL 1+ jot°

Z (0) + R L R + Z( 00 ) 1+ jot *
es (CO) =e (co)J J (22)
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If the circuit parameters are

z (o)z(.)
R

Z(00)—Z(0)

R+Z(0) (0)2 to  z(c)
2

L — to —
(cc)— Z (0) R+ z()° C R+ z()'

then the output impedance of the circuit is given by Eq. 11. To represent the responsivity correctly the equivalent

voltage source must be chosen as

aP (0:)) 
R+Z(00)• (21)

To calculate the modification of the noise by the bolometer self-heating one should place the corresponding noise

source appropriately in the circuit and find the noise voltage across the load.

Johnson noise.

Following Mather [23) we assume the classical Johnson noise source e j = 1/4k., Z (00)0 must appear twice in the

bolometer equivalent circuit (see Fig. 2b). Source El acts simply as a voltage source in series with the bolometer

impedance z (co). Mather used E2 — ed2, however in more general case when Z ( 0s ) R

E2 = —es Z 
(c)/{z 

(00)4- R] is placed to take into account the output noise enhancement caused by the detection of

the Johnson noise in the bolometer. Both sources give an actual noise output voltage in the load of

(20)

(20a)

Hence, the output HEB mixer noise temperature due to Johnson noise is:

(00)r

{1+

1 4(0))( 2 	4z(.)RLe

kB R L [RL
( )2

R R L 
2

1+ on

Z (
co ) + RL

1 + Ono 
)2

• (23)

(24)

Finally, the SSB mixer noise temperature contribution is given by:

20PDC z (00)r
I 1i

rm
j 

(co) = 
T

o, k
co

k
w

/ - 2 2 114in 0 )
2
 ].

a C R

Thermal fluctuatiotz noise.

This noise is very common for any kind of holometer having a temperature dependent parameter. The physical
\ -1cause of the noise are thermal fluctuations of the electron temperature (AO ) (0 = 1/4 kB 0 2/G (1+ jot 9 ) producing



2
R,

(27)
R

1+c
Z(00)+RL

* 12 2
l erF I 46 GTFT (a) ) =out
k.E3 RL Z RL COT )

(29)
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the noise voltage across the load. The contribution of this noise source can be given using the circuit in Fig. 2a with

E representing the equivalent noise source:

z(o0) V4k30 2
G z() 

erF (co) = —G (Ise r , --
ItZ ( oe) + Ri I Z(00)+R 1+ jote

After a number of transformations one can get an output noise voltage across the load:

V4ks0 2G C RL 
F() — R RL  Z ( co) + 1+ itYr * •

+c z (00)4. RI,

Consequently, the output noise temperature is:

(25)

(26)

Using Eq. 17 this results in the following mixer noise:

TF 20 G
T. = 2 •a P

LO

Effective noise bandwidth.

An interesting consequence of Eqs. 24 and 28 is that whereas the T.jvalue increases at intermediate frequencies

larger than (2=0) /, the thermal fluctuation noise temperature does not depend on IF Thus, the equivalent

bandwidth of the mixer device is given by

(28)

Broken—line transition model.

For further analysis it is useful to simplify the model assuming that the R(T) characteristic of the bolometer has a

broken—line shape [18] (see Fig. 2). Then, using a steady state heat balance equation for the electron temperature

AV (0 n --T = P DC +ct p0, (30)

we can obtain G(0 nAVO n-1, where n is the material dependent constant (n = 4 for Nb) Since 6 Tc. and

R Rd2 then C = 2 p 
D cAllAVTc

n-lAT c).

One can see from Eqs. 24 and 28 that the increase of both P Lo and C leads to the decrease of the noise

temperature. At the same time Ppc. decreases since both U and T are fixed (see Eq. 30). The most favorable regime



T O=T-T/2 Tc Ts-AT/2

A

R = RE,

TT
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of operation is when C = 1, which corresponds to P 
DC = nAV Tcn-1AT

 ch. To ensure this condition the applied LO

power has to heat the device up to the temperature point 6 * = Tc--ATcI2, just below the superconducting transition

edge (see Fig. 2). The LO power is then given by PLO = a -1AV (T cn —T n — nT nc
-ld T c). The I-U characteristic for

this case is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. R(T) curve and "broken—line transition". Fig. 3. Pumped I-U curve for C = I.

Finally, we obtain

a -1nT r:AT 2a -1 r+1rc'+1
Tm = and TT,F 

T tc' — T n nT g-l AT
 
c Tcn—T nT rc2-1

DT
 c

It is seen that a larger difference between Te and T provides a lower noise temperature, therefore when 71.n r
and the superconducting transition is very narrow (AT, <, T c) the noise temperatures are given by

T =flAT c/a and T.TF = 2nT . (32)

The noise bandwidth of the device is in turn given by

(31)

.1.‘f = (2n 0 ) (33)

We would like to point out that the minimum noise temperature due to thermal fluctuation noise does not depend

on the superconducting transition width, but AT, must be made very small in order to reach this minimum. For the

particular case considered by Prober, PLo = = G(T)AT,J4 Eq. 28 gives T.TF = 8a -1T /,AT c, which is similar

to the corresponding formula in [18].

The conversion gain can be given for the "broken—line transition" model using Eq. 18:

a T c RL(0)
n AT R

(34)
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The apparent time constant -r * for the conversion gain is given by

. (1-r * 're
RL

2 R

It is seen from Eqs. 34 and 35 that the increase of the ratio &IR can ensure a very large conversion gain,

1(0) > /, but along with this the gain bandwidth can degrade significantly. However, a gain as large as i(0) at 1 can

be obtained even if RI, = R, that also gives -r . This is important if one wants to increase the gain bandwidth

and, hereby reduce the noise contribution of IF circuit at higher intermediate frequencies. The contribution to the

noise temperature from the mixer itself does not depend on IF load.

The estimations from Eqs. 32 and 33 for typical materials currently used for fabrication of hot electron mixers

and a = 1 are presented in Table I. One can see that an excellent noise performance can be expected for both Nb

and NbN superconducting HEB mixers.

Table I. Theoretical limits for the noise performance of HEB mixers.

Material ATc .L m T to Af

[K] [K] [K] [IC] [nsi [GHz]

Nb 5 0.1 4 0.4 40 0.5a 	3.2

NbN 12 0.5 3.6 1.8 86 0.2b 5.0 

a These data are taken from [24] assuming the electron diffusivity to be 1 cm2/s.
b We use the experimental data recently obtained in mixing experiments at 100 GHz [13-15] and

at 300-350 GHz [11,16]. They are different from the results of teph measurements performed in

equilibrium conditions in [25].

The most important formulas obtained above are summarized in Table

Related experiments.

The FIEB responsivity and impedance have been studied in [20] and [21] respectively. A good agreement with

the frequency dependence given by Eqs. 11 and 15 has been obtained for Nb device placed in a strong magnetic

field. The value of to has been studied as a function of Ppc and Pw.

More recently the similar study has been performed for Nb HEB mixer at 20 GHz with no magnetic filed applied

[9]. The validity of Eq. 18 for conversion gain has been checked. Also Eq. 11 for impedance and Eq. 16a for the

(35)



1

_ To te Z(
co )t . z 

1—C ° Z(x)+CR

RR L 	1

a 
2 
P

LO

20 
2

TTF G

R L 	1

' 1+C 

R— R z

to

R —RL

Z(00)+RL

CR + Z (co) 1+ :tin
Z

1—C 1+ jot—

1+C

Z + R ] [
1+C / \

Z V
n

i-i- RI,

R — R. L 	1+ Pt j )

T j ( )
4Z ( cx )R

L 0 1 +(cot° )2
out o.) — r 12

48 2G C 
ToT,F,(W)

12 1+C  R — RL  1 [Z(00)
z(x)+ RL

T rn
j

 (0)) = To
j,t(co ))1 (0)

20Poc
— 2 2a C PLO

s(w) — 
a

pc)) + R L 1+ jot

Z (
00 ) +

Ti (co) = 2aC

RL
.)2

Voltage responsivity

Apparent time constant

Impedance

Impedance time constants

Conversion gain

Johnson output noise temperature

Thermal fluctuation output noise

temperature

Johnson mixer noise temperature

Thermal fluctuation mixer noise

temperature

Effective noise bandwidth

R L 	1
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Table II. Equation summary

1+C , \
Zkoo)+R

R — R L I 1+ (cot 
s 

)2

L

I. Z (
cc ) +R, j

apparent time constant were found to work well. Noise measurements indicated a device output noise temperature

of about 50 K and SSB mixer noise temperature below 250 K. There are also a number of measurements done with

a waveguide 100 GHz receiver [14,15] where a receiver noise temperature (DSB) has been measured to be 1000 K

along with a 1 GHz bandwidth. Similar data have been obtained for quasioptical (double-dipole antenna on

substrate lens) receiver at 350 GHz [11]. The receiver noise temperature (DSB) was around 3000 K whereas a

mixer noise temperature could be as small as 400 K. For outdiffusion cooled mixer recent experiments [10]

indicated a noise temperature as low as 600 K along with about 2 GHz bandwidth.
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Experiments with NbN devices revealed a physical phenomenon preventing a good mixer performance at higher

IF. At temperatures T 71. in the films longer than the thermal diffusion length the resistive state created by

transport current is, usually, spatially non—uniform because of the normal domain formation. A significant fraction

of the radiation power is absorbed in the normal metal parts of the film and then diffuses through the N—S

boundaries in the film (domain edges), giving an indirect contribution to the bolometer response. The latter process

slows down the relaxation process as whole which, moreover, can not be described by a single time constant [16).

As a result, the necessary LO power is determined by the smaller effective thermal conductivity for the slower

process, similar to that given by Eq. 30. The fast process, responsible for mixing at higher IF, is thereby

"underpumped". For instance, for a NbN HEB mixer made of — 20 am thick film, when pumping was done with

300-350 GHz radiation, a uniform resistive state appeared only when T 7.5-8 K whereas Tc 9 K [16]. However,

even in this case the thermal fluctuation noise dominated, giving about 400 K SSB contribution to the mixer noise

temperature [111. The output mixer noise temperature has been measured as a function of IF. It has been found that

the corresponding time constant agrees well with that for conversion gain. The value of the output noise

temperature due to thermal fluctuations also agrees with Eq. 27. The Johnson noise contributed as little as 40 K,

hence the effective noise bandwidth of the device given by Eq. 13 could be 2-2.5 GHz (re = 230 ps). The influence

of the domains can be hopefully reduced at higher radiation frequencies where the absorption of radiation is more

uniform.

V. Novel HEB devices

HEB exploring outdiffusion cooling.

When the device length is made very short (L<< D -r e_, ,h) then the diffusion of hot electron into the contacts

becomes more effective cooling mechanism than the electron—phonon interaction. This mechanism has been

suggested for terahertz HEB mixer by Prober [18) to solve the problem of narrow band in Nb devices. Recent

experiments [10j have demonstrated that as wide as 2 GHz bandwidth can be attained if the device length is made

0.2-0.3 ,urn. The efficiency of such cooling mechanism in nanoscale metal structures has been recently

demonstrated in [26). The crossover between the electron—phonon energy relaxation and the electron diffusion

transport was experimentally observed in AtkoPd 40 alloy wires at temperatures below 1.5 K.

It is likely that this type of distributed HEB can, nevertheless be considered as lumped to some extent. Since

electron-electron inelastic time T, for similar Nb films at 5 K is —20 ps [27,28] the electron temperature relaxation

length ; = 40-70 am (D = 1-3 crn2 s-1 [24,29)) is shorter than the sample length. This allows to describe

such type of HEB to some extent in terms of electron temperature using the noise theory given above. Numerical

modeling [301 shows that the relaxation of electron temperature can be well approximated by single time constant

diff (L/4) 2/D , Under such conditions the main contribution to the mixer noise temperature is given by Eq. 28

where G = ceV ft . However, because of the distributed heat link a modification of the thermal fluctuation noise

has to be taken into account [23]. If thermal conductivity G relates to the highest temperature point (Ta), the noise

temperature given by Eq. 28 should be multiplied by factor



T + (C /Ce- ph e p )r es 

Ce (1+ itxr
1 )(1-+ jot' 2)

= aPzad
1+ j..trr

(39)
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1
f T,  t (t)  

2

J r T(T)

r' X 
(
(t) dtJ

r kT

where x(7) is the thermal conductivity of the film. Considering that the thermal conductivity in the resistive state of

the bolometer is close to that for normal metal (x cc 1). The r value can be obtained in the following form:

32 Tr — T 3

r= -
2 2 •

Tc

The largest reduction of noise r = 2/3 is achieved if T T.

High-Tc mixer.

Thin films made of high-T c superconductors are interesting for terahertz HEB mixer applications since they

offer a very short electron—phonon relaxation time —10 42 s. For the first time this fact was emphasized in [31] and

more thoroughly studied in a series of papers [32-341. Recently the fast response of picosecond duration to optical

and FIR laser pulses has been found in YBa 2Cu307.6 thin (d<100 nm) films. The data both of kinetic inductance

response and pure resistive response have been obtained [35-41]. The latter can be reasonably well described in

terms of hot—electron phenomena in high-T, film [41]. The most essential difference from the low temperature case

is that the non—equality ce cp does not hold no longer if the working temperature is about 90 K. According to the

literature data on YBaCuO phonon and electron heat capacities cp—(25-30)ce . In such case the heating of lattice is

unavoided at low IF. To describe the situation more properly the heat balance equation (Eq. 1) has to be

supplemented with a similar equation for the phonon temperature Tp which now is different from bath temperature

T. The characteristics of the high-T, HEB can be obtained from the following equations:

86
c.eV

at 

= —n(e ,T p )+Iu +ct P „ad (38)

aT.
cpv —4.1(T p ,T + ri(e ,T) (38a)

at

For the case when both functions fl and IF can be linearized, i.e. ri(e ,T p ) = cje —T pyr„ and
114T p ,T = Cp (T p T VT es the solution for the alternating part of electron temperature AO was given in [19]:

r-
dt

(36)

(37)

Three time constants in Eq. 38 can be found as follows:



'1,2 "+,-
2T 

+
1
 

1- 4
T Tes e-ph

T
-1 

=T es +T e,.. p
(

h Ce/Cp +1), and t
1

+ =t (40)
-1 -1-1 -1

+(Ce/Cp)t

Ce

1+ itYr e_phcp /ce

(1+ lot es)(1+ 3xYr 
e-ph)

AO = a P.1 (41)

ge gp 
PL

ge gp

geg  ATP cand P,
ge + gp 2

(45)
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Since for YI3aCuO films ; ph is quite short then as a rule .r,Tr.pii even for thin films. This condition together

with the non-equality cpoce allows to simplify Eq. 38:

Such frequency dependence has been recently demonstrated in optical mixing experiment (X = 1.55 pm)

performed up to IF = 18 GHz [17] (see Fig. 4). It is seen from the modelled curves that a decrease of the film

thickness makes the frequency dependence more flat which is useful for reducing of the conversion loss at higher

IF's.

A simple way to estimate the mixer noise temperature is the introduction of frequency dependent thermal

conductivity:

G — 
pa 

, +(ceicJr + jot plicp ice

,, 
ce (1 lot es)(1+ jot e_ph)

(and its use at high IF's of interest (T:l
ph ce 

CP 
w °<I -1 ) Within this region ("second plateau") the thermale-ph 

conductivity can he reduced to
2

C Te es

+ CT /Ce-ph e es p e-ph p

At the same time the self—heating parameter C is determined by the thermal conductivity taken at dc:

o
;icy

For example, for thin films used in [41] (d = 60 nm) on MgO substrates T es — 2 ns te _ph — 1.5-2 ps giving

Go 21 40G 2.

P DC and PLO can be estimated as

(42)

(43)

(44)

where ge mce tt
. , ph , gp Cp /T es . With typical practically interesting parameters T 77 K, T = 90 K we obtain

the "conversion gain at dc"



Experimental data

d=2 nm

d=60 nm
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1E-1 1E+0 1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4 1E+5

Intermediate frequency [MHz]

Fig. 4. Optical mixing data obtained with YBa204 307..6 thin film [17] and fitting (solid lines) to

two-temperature model with different film thickness'. The "excessive" signal below 50

MHz is because of the heat diffusion in the substrate.

PLO T c T
T1DC  20

2P,c i T

and thermal fluctuation noise temperature

„, 2
FL "C 

Tni — 800K .
T c T

To estimate the Johnson noise contribution one can use the conversion gain within "second plateau"

1 —12
 T c —T tephCp

AT c esce
	 025

.and, finally, the noise temperature is given T Tc /th = 360K .

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have derived the analytic expressions describing an ideal hot-electron bolometer mixer

performance. It has been shown that the noise temperature limit is determined by the thermal fluctuations and SSB

noise temperature can as low as several Tc 's. An equivalent noise bandwidth can be theoretically very wide even for

the devices made of material with a relatively long electron-phonon relaxation time. The bandwidth depends on the

superconducting transition width (Johnson noise contribution) and also on the contribution of IF amplifier. Even for

presently available Nb films the bandwidth set by the intrinsic noises is estimated to be about a few GHz. The

present theory has passed a partial experimental verification and, hopefully, can be useful for description and

prediction of the characteristics of various hot-electron mixers.

(46)

(47)

(48)
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